We presenta linear-time afgorithmthatdecomposesa convex polygon conformablyinto a minimum numberof strictly convex quadrilaterals. Morezwer, wecharacterize thepolygons that cm be decomposed without additional vertices inside the polygon, and we presentalinear-time algorithtnforsuch decompositions, too. As an application, we consider theproblem of constructinga minimum conformal refinement of a mesh in the three-dimensional space, which approximates the surface of a workpiece. It turns out that this problem is AfP-hard, and we presenta linear-timealgorithm with a constantapproximationratio of 4.
Introduction
In this paper, we introduce a new approach to the decomposition of convex polygons and, as an application, to theconformal refinement of finite element meshes into strictly convex quadrilaterals. The latterresearch has resulted from a cooperation with an engineeringcompany thatsells CAD packages.
Much work has been done on decompositions into triangles; see [H088] and [BE92] for surveys. However, thereis much less work on quadrilaterals,althoughquadrilatersdsare more appropriate in certainsituations.Ref. [Joe95] statesone possible reasonfor that "good quadrilateralmeshes are harderto generatethangood triangularmeshes."
Conformal decompositionsof polygons. Conformalquadrangu-
Iationsof polygons is a fundamentalproblem and has applications in finiteelement methods, watchguardproblems, and scattereddata interpolation. See [Tou95] for a survey of this topic and its applications.
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Throughoutthispaper,a conform-d decomposition of a polygon is a decomposition of its enclosed areainto quadrilateralssuch that the following holds (see Fig. 1 ): 1, 2.
3.
4.
The quadrilaterals are strictly convex.
The quadrilaterals are openly disjoint.
Each edge of the polygon is an edge of exactly one quadrilateral. In particular,additional vertices on the boundary of the polygon are not allowed (nonethelessin the interior).
If two quadrilateralsshare more thanone comer, they share exactly-oneedge as a whole.
There is a conforrmd decomposition for a polygon P if and only if the number of vertices of P is even (cf. Lemma 2.2). This fact will be proved only for convex polygons, because this is our focus in this work, but the proof can be easily extended to general polygons.
We call a conformrddecomposition of a convex polygon P perfect if it has no internalvertices. In other words, all intemaf edges are chords of P. If P admits a perfect conformaf decomposition, we call P perfect, too. In Sect. 2, we will prove a usefuf characterizationof perfect polygons (Lemmas 2.6 and 2.8). Based on this result,we will presenta linear-time algorithm thattestswhethera given polygon P is perfect and, if so, constructs a perfect decomposition.
In Sect. 3, we will present a linear-time afgorithm that constructsa conformaf decomposition of a convex polygon with a minimum number of quadrilaterals.This problem is closely relatedto Q$ii!z in [MMW95] , perfect decompositions, since for perfect polygons, the perfect decompositions are exactly the minimum decompositions (cf. Corollary 3,3). Neither problem has been dealt with so far. Nonetheless, a few relatedproblems have found some attention.Ref. [ELOSU92] gives lower and upper bounds on the numberof quadrilateralsin a conformal decomposition of non-convex polygons (even withholes), but in contrast they also allow additional vertices to be placed on the boundary. Refs. [Sac82, ST81] investigateperfect decompositions of (star-shaped)rectilinearpolygons into non-strictlyconvex quadrilaterafs, and [Lub85] considers perfect decompositions of non-convex polygons but even aflows overlapping intemaf edges. See [Tou95] for a systematic survey.
Conforrnaf mesh refinement. Section 4 is devoted to an application, which has motivatedthe researchon decompositions of polygons: Conformal refinementsof jirrite-efemen(meshes, which approximate the surface of a workpiece, are importantfor the computeraided design of machines, vehicles, and many other kinds of technical devices; see Figs. 2 and 3.
A mesh is a complex of openly disjoint, convex polygons. In a con@nral rejinemerrf of a mesh, each polygon is decomposed into strict] y convex quadrilaterals,and if two quadrilateralssharemore than a comer, they share exactly one edge as a whole. Note that the polygons of the input mesh need not be refinedconformably in a conforrmd refinementof the mesh. In fact, the thirdcondition for decompositions of polygons to be conformal must be fulfilled for the mesh as a whole, not for the individual original polygons; see Fig. 3 .
Workpieces are modeled interactively as meshes. However, these meshes are usually very coarse and not conformal. To be suitable for the finite-element method, the mesh has to be refined into a conformaf mesh in a preprocessing step.
Previous work puts emphasis on the shape of the quadrilaterals (angles should neitherbe too small nor too large; the aspect ratio, i.e. theratiobetween thelargestand thesmallestside of a quadrilateral, should be small). This is importantfor thenumericalaccuracy in the lateriterationsof the cyclic design process, when the model has become matureand exact resultsare requiredfor fine-tuning.
In this paper now, we focus on the early stagesof this process, where the model is designed only roughly, and the numericalaccuracy must only suffice to indicate the general tendency.Hence, the developmenttime is cruciaf, which in turnis determinedby the run time of the finite-element method. This raises the following problem: Given a mesh, find a conformal refinementwith a minimum numberof quadrilaterals.
Unfortunately,it is not easy to find conformal decompositions into a small number of quadrilaterals. Therefore, algorithms often refine workplaces into too many quaddaterafs, which makes the finite-element method very costly or even infeasible. In all previous work on this problem (see [MMW95] and [TA93]), the number of quadrilateralsis considered only heuristically or not at all. The reason is that afl previous work is based on the template model. In that model, the possibilities of decomposing a single polygon are restrictedto a few classes of templates, which are designed to achieve good angles and aspect ratios heuristically, For example, the most importanttemplate for quadrangularpolygons is an (m x rz)-grid, where m and n are variable. However, in the templatemodel it is Af'?J-hard to construct a conforrmd refinement even when all objectives are ignored. See [MMW95] for a proof in the case of standardtemplates;this proof can be easily extendedto othervariants.Hence, it is not surprisingthat,in practice, algorithms working on the template model often fail to refine afl quadrilateralsconformably. In Sect. 4 we introduce a linear-time algorithm that does not rely on thetemplatemodel and is guaranteedto constructa feasible refinementfor every input workpiece. Based on the afgorithmpresented in Sect. 3 for optimal refinementsof convex polygons, our afgorithmcan simply be statedas follows: Subdivide each edge of the mesh once, and thenrefineeach polygon separately.
It turnsout thatthe problem is~'F'-hard when (i) all template restrictionsare dropped, but (ii) the number of quadrilateralsis to be minimized (cf. Theorem 4.1). However, we will prove thatthe numberof quadrilateralsproduced by our approximationalgorithm is atmost four times theminimum. This implies thatthe asymptotic complexity of the finite-element method is still best possible, and the constantof four is reasonably smrsfl.
Finally, we would like to note thatour resultsafso apply to the more generalcase whereone looks for a minimal conformal refinement subject to lower bounds on the number of additional vertices to be placed on each edge of the given mesh.
Perfect Polygons
In this section, we sketchthe proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1 There is a linear-time algorithm which tests whether or not a polygon is perfect and, l~so, constructs a pe~ect conformal decomposition.
To prove Theorem 2.1, we will need some generalnotation. An interval on a polygon P is a path on its boundary. Am interval is trivial if it consists of exactly one edge of P. A segment S is an interval between two successive comers of P. Let e1 and ez Q :~. The following lemma is well-known (see for example [Joe95] ).
Lemma 2.2 A polygon P admitsa confornraldecomposition fand only if thenumber of vertices of P is even.
For completeness, we sketchan illustrativeproof for thespecial case of convex polygons. Fig. 5 . Fig. 4 demonstratesan obvious fact: that the degree of a face v" E E' has in G* the same parity as the number of edges of P incident to vq . Now the only-i~part follows from the fact thatthe sum of all degrees in an undirectedgraph G* is always even. u Assun@iors 2.3 Throughout Sects. 2 and 3, we assume that the number of verh"cesof P is even.
Prook The~partfollowsfrom the constructionin
Note thatG" is always comected. The following observationis well-known for outerplanargraphsand is also obvious from Fig. 4. Observation 2.4 G is a perfect decomposition if and only tfG* is a tree.
Each degree-one vertexv* of G" points to a trivialsegmentof P {see Fig. 4 ). In the quadrilateralcorresponding to v", this is the edge opposite to the edge crossed by theunique incidentdual edge. We will sometimes identify such a vertexwith this trivialsegment. Since each treehas at least two leaves, we obtain: Corollary 2.5 Everypetfect polygon contains at least two trivial segments.
The length L(1) of an interval 1 is the number of its edges. Moreover, K(1) denotes the maximum size of a choice of strictly convex internalvertices of 1 such thatno two of them are neighbored on P. We often denote (L -2K)(1) := L(1) -2~K(1). Note that (L -2K)(1) is always nonnegative.
Roughly speaking, Lemmas 2.6 and 2.8 show that, if a polygon is perfect, it even admits a perfect decomposition of a very restrictedshape: The reduced dual graph G* is eithera path, or it Figure5: Proof of Lemma 2.2. Firstthe convex polygon is reduced to a strictly convex core (thick solid line), then the core can be refinedin a straightforwardmanner.Obviously, this proceduredoes not minimize the numberof quadrilateralsin general. bas a single branching vertex, which has degree three. In the former case, it is called a path &composition, and in the lattercase, a Kl,s-decomposition, becausethenG* is a subdivision of the complete bipartitegraph Kl,s on 1 + 3 vertices. Prod As each tree with two leaves is a path, any perfect decomposition is a path decomposition. When G* is a path, each vertex of G* corresponds to a quadrilateralthatsharesexactly two edges with 11 U 12. If these two edges are on the same interval11 or 12, theyareincidentandenclose a comer of P. (Otherwise,theywould enclose a thirdleaf of G*.) Therefore, we have L(ll) -L(12) s 2 K(11 ) and L(lz) -L(11 ) s 2. K(lz. ). Obviously, these two inequalities are also sufficient for perfectness. The latterinequality is always true because of L(I1 )~L(Iz)~(L -2K)(1z). Hence, the former inequality determinesperfect decomposability, which proves Lemma 2.6. u In Lemma 2.8, we assume the following scenario.
Scenario 2.7 LetP be a polygon with at least three trivial segments. hi el, ez, and eq be three trivial segments such that the counterclockwise order anm.nd P is el < ez + es 4 el. Lemma 2.8 In Scenario 2.7, P is pe~ectly &composable #and only f (L -2K)(11 ) < L(Iz) + L(13) + 1. in this case, there is a perfect &composition that is eithera path decomposition with leaves el and ez, or it is a K1 ,q-decomposition with leaves e1, e2,, and es.
Proofi We consider four differentcases separately.
Then L(ll)~L(lz) + L(13) + 1 = L(1z U es U 13), and the existence of a path G* with leaves el and ez follows analogously to Lemma 2.6, (13) is odd. Hence, L(ll) and L(13) have different parities, and the overall assumption L(ll )~L(ls) can be '3 -strengthenedto L(11 )~L(ls) + 1 = L(12 U eq U 13). Again the existence of a path G* with leaves el and ez follows analogously to Lemma 2.6.
Case III: (L -2K)(11) < L(12) +L(Is) + 1 and L(lz) >0 and
This is the case shown in Fig. 6 . We first define three values bl, bs., and bq. Recall the overall assumptionL(ll) 2 L(12) and L(lI) 2 L(13). In particular,this yields L(ll) 2 IL(12) -L(13)I. Together with the condition defining Case III, we obtain that the
In thiscase, we define bl as this unique element of Z, and hence bl + L(12) + L (13) All thesefacts togethersuffice, because we can constructa subdivision of Kl,s from the values~i (cf. Fig. 6 ): Z1 is the number of quadrilateralssharingone edge with 12 and one with 13. Anrdogously, X2 quadrilateralssharean edge with 11 and 13, and X3 with 11 and 12.
Thereare as many as~(L(lI ) -(z2 + Xs)) quadrilateralsthat share two edges with 11. Note that the number of quadrilaterals thatsharetwo edges with 11 is geometrically feasible, because we
AS b2 = L(Z2) -1, there is one quadrilateral thatsharesone edge with12 and no edge with P \ 12. This is thebranchingvertex of the subdivision of ICl,s (no. 5 in Fig. 6 ).
First we show that 11 contains no trivial segment. To see this, assume 11 does contain a trivial segment ed. Let 1A := l [el, ed] and 15 := l [ed, ez] . Clearly, we have -L(L) < L(11 ) and L(ls) < L(ll). In Case IV, we also have L(12Ue3UIs) < L(I1 ). However, thiscontradictsthe specific choice of {el, ez, es } in thescenarioof kruna 2.8, because {el, ed, ez } would be a strictlybetterchoice. Now we know that11 contains no trivialsegment. Suppose that nonetheless P admits a perfect decomposition G = (V, E) of P.
Figure6: An example for Scenario 2.7. Here we have L(1I ) = 11, (L -2K)(11) = 7, L(12) = 6, L(13) =4, and X = [7, 11] fl [2, 10] = [7, 10] . For this decomposition, we have chosen bl = 7, bz = 5, and bs = 4. This yields Z1 = 1 (inducing quadr. no. 6), zz = 3 (nos. 1,2,3), and X3 = 4 (nos. 7,9,10,11).
Then all leaves of G* belong to ez U IZ U e3 U IS U el. In other words, the quadrilateralsincident to 11 form one single pathp of G*.
Let QI denotethe quadrilateralssharing one edge with 11 and one or more edges with 12 U e3 U 13, let Qz be the quadrilaterals sharingexactly one edge with 11 and none with 12 U e3 U IS, and let Q3 be the quadrilateralssharing at least one edge with 12 U e3 U 13 and none with 11. Since 11 contains no trivial segments,no quadrilatemlsharesmore thantwo edges with 11. Note thatatmost K(11 ) quadrilateralsshare exactly two edges with 11. Therefore, we have IQII + IQ21z (L -2K)(11).
Next note thateach quadrilateralin Qz is a branching vertexof the tree G*. The branch thatdoes not belong top contains at least one leaf, and this leaf belongs to Q3. This implies IQ3[~IQ21. Clearly,we have IQII + IQs.I< L(lz) +L (13) Now we are going to introduce the linear-time algorithm for perfect convex polygons, Recall from Corollary 2.5 thatpolygons with less than two trivial segments we not perfect. Lemma 2.6 immediately translatesinto a linear-time algorithm for polygons with exactly two trivial segments.
So consider thecase thatP has more thantwotrivialsegments. Clearly,theonly problem is to find threetrivialsegmentsel, ez and es as described in Scenario 2.7, because the proof of Lemma 2.8, Cases I-III, immediatelyyields a linear-time algorithmfor the rest.
To findsuitabletrivialsegmentsel, ez, es, we apply the following strategy.Let n denote the number of edges of P. We number all edges counterclockwise O. . . n -1, startinganywhere. In the foilowing, all additions are performed modulo n. In particular,a subtractionz -y denotes the counterclockwise distance from y to Z around P. Forarealnumberz E [O,n], 4(z) E {0,...,1}l} denotes the firstvalue i in the sequence ( lzj, [z] -1, [zJ -2,...) such thatthe edge no. i is a trivial segment. Analogously, r(z) 6 {o,..., n-1} denotesthe firstvalue i in the sequence (~zl, (z1 + 1, (z1 +2,...) such thattheedge no. i is a trivialsegment. Clearly, all these values can be computed in linear time during one single pass around P.
Forani G{ O,..., n-1} thatis the number of a trivial segment, let M(i) denote the minimum possible value of max{i' -i,i" -i', z -i" } such that i' and i" are numbers of trivial segmentsand i < i' < i" < i is the cyclic order modulo n. It suffices to compute M(i) for each i and to takethe overall minimum. For real numbersz, y E [0, n] let { Kkll A(z, y) := 2 ' X<y; +;, X>y, Intuitively, A(z, y) is the middle of the interval of P that goes counterclockwise from x to y. The following lemma fills in the remaininggap.
Lemma 2.9 For i c {O,..., n -1}, M(i) is attainedby tbjoliowingchoices of i' and i".
1.
2.
ffall trivialsegmentse.zcepti belong to [i + 1, [i + $zj], we choose i" = /(i+~n), and i' is an arbitrary tn"vialsegment different~m i and i".
Otherwise,one of thefollowing choices is appropriate:
Proof: In the firstcase of Lemma 2.9, we have i' -i < n/3, i" -i'~n/3, and i -i"~2n/3 for anychoice of i' and i". Therefore, i" is best chosen counterclockwise "farthestaway" from i, which means i" = ?(i +~n). Clearly, i' may be chosen arbitrarily.The second case is mirror-symmetric.
In the third case, we apply a furthercase distinction. It remainsthe case i', i" E [i+ in, i-in] (note that i-~n = i+~n). Then we have i" -i' <~n,i'-i~$z, arsdi-i"~~n, which means thati' and i" should be chosen "farthestaway" from each other,thatis, i' = r-(i + $rt) and i" = t(i -in).
•l 3 Non-Perfect Polygons Remember Assumption 2.3. For a conformal decomposition G = (V, E) of polygon P let q(G) denote the numberof internal,quadrangularfaces. In this section, we will sketch the proof of the following result.
Theorem 3.1 There is a linear-time algorithm thatconstructs,for a convex polygon, a confornral decomposition G that minimizes q(G).
Leti(G) denote the number of internalvertices, thatis, the membersof V thatdo not lie on P. In particular,a decomposition is perfect if and only if i(G) = O. lle following lemma relates i(G) to q(G).
Lemma 3.2 For a fized polygon P, q(G) grows strictly monotonously with i(G). Thetv~ore,to minimize q(G) it su#ces to minimize i(G). Therefore, the algorithm from Sect. 2 solves the problem for perfect polygons. For non-perfect polygons, we abstractfrom all geometrical aspects and restrictour attentionto purely structural aspects. More precisely, in Lemma 3.4 we first characterize the planargraphsinduced by conformal decompositions.
Lemma 3.4 LetP be a convexpolygon and G = (V, E) a bicorznectedplanar graph togetherwitha designatedfme F such that 1.
4.

5.
F is isommphic to P; all otherfues of G are quadrilaterals; thefollowing verticeshave degreeat least 3: all internalvertices and all verticeson F thatda not correspond to corners of P; l~F shares two verticesv, w E G withanotherfiace FI such that v and w correspond to vertices on the same segment of P, then v and w are adjacent in G (see Fig. 7(a) for the situationspreventedby this condition); whentwo non-adjacent vertices, v~and us, on a cycle (vlvz -us -ru -V1) of length4 are removed,each connected component of G \ {v1, us) contains vz or v~(see Fig. 7 (b) for thesituationspreventedby this condition).
Then (and only then) there is a planar embealiing of G such that the outerf~e is mapped onto P and all internalfhces are strictly convex.
Proofi See Appendix A. u It is easy to see thatall these preconditions are necessary. Our proof of sufficiency is constructive and yields a linear+ime algorithm for a geometrically feasible embedding of such a graph G (all details omitted for brevity). Hence, from now on we may restrictour attentionto the structuralaspects of G. It is also easy to see from Fig. 7 thatthe last two conditions of Lemma 3.4 are fulfilled for each optimal decomposition. Thus, we may even restrict our attentionto the firstthreeconditions. Thew conditions will be triviallyfidfilled by our construction.
Lemma 3.5 below is the basis of the linear-time algorithm for non-perfect polygons. To statethis lemma, we need some more terminology.
,, We will &note a polygon by the counterclockwise sequence of the lengths of its segments. For example, (1,1,1,1) denotes the strictly convex quadrilateral, (1, 1,2) = (1,2, 1) = (2, 1,1) the quadrilateraldegenerated to a triangle, and (4,1,2,3,2,2,2) = (1,2,3,2,2,2,4)=.
. the polygon in Fig. 1 . By Lemma 3.4, this notationencodes all information thatwe need for our purpose.
Recall the definition of G" = (V*, l?") from the beginning of Sect. 2. Let G = (V, E) be an undirected planar, embedded
graph. An area component of G is a subgraph G' induced by a comected component of G". More precisely, G' consists of all vertices and edges incident to the polygons thatcorrespond to this component of G". AII area decomposition of G is a collection of areacomponents such thattheinducing components of G partition all vertices in V*. Intuitively, this means that the internal faces of G are partitioned and covered by closed, but openly disjoint, comected areas. Hence, by Lemma 3.2, it suffices to find a collection of cut components so thatthe remainderis a suitablecore component and the number of internalvertices introduced by these cut components is minimized.
We need some more terminology. Let G' be a partial conformal decomposition of polygon P. This means thatthe outer face of G' is isomorphic to P, and thatall internalfaces except one are quadrilaterals.(The exceptional face is yet to be refined.) Let F' denote this face. We call a vertex of F' relatively convex if it is either a comer of P, or it has degree at least three in G'. A relative segment of F' is an interval of F' between two successive relativecomers. By Lemma 3.4, we can extend G' to a full conformal decomposition of P by decomposing F' and thereby treating relatively convex vertices as comers and every other vertex of F' as a vertexhaving internalangle n. Note thatall cut components except those in Fig. 8 (a) and (b) introduce trivial relative segments for the core component. The idea is to construct a collection of cut components such that the induced trivial relative segments allow a path decomposition or a Kl,s-decomposition.
Consequently, the algorithm consists of two stages: The first stage tries to find such a collection so thatthe core component admits a Kl,decomposition; in the second stage, the core component shall instead be a path decomposition. If succeeding, each stage determinesa solution with a minimum number of vertices. By bnrnas 2.6, 2.8, and 3.5(3), at least one stage will succeed, and if both stagessucceed, the betterresultis the overall optimum.
Remember the definition of r(.) and l(.) for Lemma 2.9. For a real number x c [0, n], we next introduce the vahres.fj (x) and 2-J (z) for j = O,1,2. This is a generalization of the values f?(z) and r(z) introduced in Sect. 2. Roughly speaking, /j (z) (~j (z), resp.) denotesthe clockwise (counterclockwise) distancefrom z to the next possibility to create a trivial relative segment spending j additional internalvertices. In particular,we have 1o(x) = L(z) and ro(z) = r(z).
More formally, .t?l (z) is the firstvahrei in the sequence (Lzj, lzj-1, [z]-2,.. .)suchthattheedges no. i,.. .,2-3 may belong to a cut component of type (c)in Fig, 8 . In other words, the verticesbetweenthe edges i and i -1 and between the edges i -2 and i -3 arecomers of P. Analogously, .?Z(z) is the firstvalue i in this sequence such thatthe edges no. i, . . . , i -3 may helong to a cut component of type (d), or edges no. i,. . . . i -4 by a component of type(e). This meansthateitherthevertexbetween theedges i -1 and i -2 is a comer or the verticesbetween the edges i and i -1 and the edges i -3 and i -4 are comers. The definitions of rl (z) and rz (z) arernimor-symmetric.Clearly, we can compute all these values in lineartime during one single pass around P.
Next we explain the first stage of the algorithm in detail, that is, finding a minimum conformal decomposition such thatthe core component admits a K1 ,S-solution. See Fig. 10 for an example where this stage succeeds and yields the overall optimum. Like in Figure 10 An optimal decomposition with one cut component of the type in Fig. 8(c) and one of the type in Fig. 8(d) . The dashed lines are the chords of the (outerplanar)core component. In this example, the core component is decomposed according to a dual subdivision of KI,3.
Sect. 2, we try to find optimal i' and i" for each trivialsegmenti.
However,here we do the same also for each possible trivialrelative segmentthatmay resultfrom cuttingoff an areacomponentof type (c),(d) or (e) in Fig. 8 . For each such trivial segmentor trivialrelative segmente, we apply 9 variantson the procedurein Lemma 2.9: one for each combination jl, jz E {O, 1, 2}. For jl = jz = O,this is exactly the algorithm in Lemma 2.9. The other variantsdiffer (up to minor details) from thisone in that10 and TOare replacedby /j, and rjl for i', and by .?jz and~j2 for i". The best~sult of all these variantsis the optimum for e, and the best resultfor all e is the overall optimum.
It remainsto explain the second stageof the rdgorithmin detail, thatis, finding a minimum conformai decomposition such thatthe core component admits a path solution. See Fig. 11 . Because of Lemma 3.5(7), all possibilities to apply type (a) or (b) in Fig. 8 may be testedseparately.On the otherhand, rdlpossible reductions thatneed ordy components of types (c), (d) or (e) in Fig. 8 maybe examined analogously to the firststageof the rdgorithm.
Lemma 3.5(5) and (7) say that we need at most one cut component of the type in Fig. 9 , and thatthere is at most one further cut component, which is of type (c), (d), or (e) in Fig. 9 . In other words, we may assume thatone leaf of the decomposition according to Lemma 2.6 is either an original trivial segmentor is created by type (c), (d) or (e) in Fig. 8 . Let i be theindex of this (relatively) trivialsegment.Then it is easy to see that,in an optimal solution, a component of Fig. 9 can only be applied to a comer incident to the segment to which the index i + n/2 belongs. Therefore, at most two possibilities of this type must be examined afterfixing the first trivial segment.
This concludes the sketchof the algorithm.
Conformal Mesh Refinements
As an application for the decomposition of polygons, we consider in this section the problem of constmcting a minimum conforrmd refinementof a mesh in the three-dimensional space. This problem has resultedfrom a cooperation with an engineeringcompany that sells CAD packages. Throughoutthissection, we identify a mesh with theundirected graphG = (V, E) that is induced by all comers of thesepolygons.
In other words, each polygon is a "hole" of G, and since a side of a polygon may consist of more than one edge of G (e.g., in Figs. 2 and 12) , these polygons of G are not strictly convex, but still convex. Note that there may be holes of G that do not belong to the approximation of the surface, namely holes of the surface itself. (These holes may not be convex,) Note furtherthatthe graph G of a mesh need not be planar; for example, a mesh approximatingthe surface of a torus has genus one. Even more, a mesh may contaiñ okling edges, that is, edges incident to more than two polygons Figure 11 : An optimal decomposition with one cut component of thetype in Fig. 8(d) andone of thetype in Fig. 9 . By Lemma 3.5(6), the core component admits a pathdecomposition. (Fig. 12) . We call a mesh homogeneous if it does not contain folding edges.
In this paper now, we attackthe minimum conforrnrdmesh refinementproblem from a theoreticalpoint of view and introduce a new approachthatdoes not rely on templaterestrictions.
Unfortumtely, this problem is highly intractable Theorem 4.1 Theminimumconformal mesh re@wnent problem is NP-hard evenfor homogeneous meshes.
Proofi by a reduction from Exact Cover by 3-Sets [GJ79] ; see Appendix C for furtherdetails.
u However, for the asymptotic complexity of the numerical anrdysis it is not necessaryto find the exact minimum of quadrilaterals, but to achieve a constant approximationratio.
The following lemma shows thatthereis an algorithmthatruns in linear time and achieves a small constantapproximationratio.
Theorem 4.2
There is a linear-time algorithm that constructs a conformal refinementof a mesh such thatthe number of quadrilateral is at mostfour times the oph"mum.
Proof (sketch): Let G = (V, E) denote the mesh. We subdivide each edge in E exactly once. Obviously, each polygon is even afterwards,and we may apply the algorithm from Sect. 3 separately to each polygon. TM alreadycompletes the description of the algorithm.
To prove the approximationratio, we need some furtherterminology. For a convex polygon P with an even number of vertices, rein(P) denotes the minimum number of quadrilateralsrequired by any conformal decomposition of P.
For an arbitraryconvex polygon P with edge set EP, a mapping X : EP + NI is called feasible if~e~EP X(e) has the same parity as Ep. In particular,if IEP I is even, X s O is possible, too. The polygon PX is constructedfrom P by subdividing each edge e E EP exactly X(e) times. Hence, X feasible means that PX admits a conformal decomposition. Moreover, Min(P) Figure 12 : A small mesh with threehomogeneous components and five folding edges.
denotes the minimum number of quadrilateralsin any conformal decomposition of any polygon Px, Min(P) := min{q(G) I G conformal decomposition of PX, X : EP + NOfeasible} Let P be a polygon of G, let X : EP + No be uniformly equal to 1, X z 1. The heart of the proof (all details omitted) is to show that min(~x)~2 Min(P) + IEPI -2 for this special class of weighings X. Because of this fact, it suffices to prove IEP I < 2. Min(P) + 2. However, this follows Hence we allow non-comers of P to have degree 2.
ChdmA.2 Let Pand Gandthe Items 1,2, and5asin L.anma3.4, but replace Item3 by 3' and Item4 by 4'.
Thenthere is a pknar embedding of G such thatthe outerf~e is ernbeahkdlike P and all internalfrees m sm"ctlyconvex except those which are incident to non-corners of akgree 2. Nonetheless, the kztterf~es are still convex.
Clearly,it suffices to prove this claim, as Item 3 implies thatall faces of G can be embedded strictlyconvex.
The case IFI = 1 is trivial. Hence, assume IFI >1.
The conditionsin Lemma3.4 imply thatthereis a pathP which comeets two vertices v and w on the boundaryof P such thatall edges of p areinternaledges. In particular, we assumethatthe vertices v, w and the pathp are chosen such thatp is shortestsubject to this condition.
As v and w belong todifferentsegmentsof P and P is convex, we can embed p on a straightline between v and w (such thatthe verticesof p are equally spaced, say). Regardp as orientedfrom v to w. Now consider the polygonsPI = p U 1P(w, v), P, = p U 1P (v, w) (IP (.,.) is the counterclockwise intervalwith respectto P), and the subgraphsG1 and G, which are the restrictionsof P and G to the left hand and righthand side of p, respectively.
We want to apply the induction hypothesis to the convex polygon Pt and G!, and to P, and G,. However, to this end we have to modify p to ensure all preconditions. Clearly, G? and G, fulfill Items 1 and 2 of the preconditions, and each has fewer internal faces than G. It is also easy to see thatthe property statedin Item 5 carriesover to them.
At this point it becomes clear why we used the relaxed version of Item 3: We cannot be sure that each internal vertex of p has degree 3 or more in Gf and G,.
Suppose Item 4' is not valid anymore for Pf or P., say for Pt. Then there is a face f with two non-adjacent vetices m, uz on p. Denote by us, U4the two other vertices of this face, and let V3 be the one which is enclosed by the cycle formed by the edges (VA, VI), (w, VZ)and the intervalbetween VI and vz on p in the embedding of G. The distance of V1 and vz on p must be equaf to 2, as otherwisep would not be a shortestpathbetween v and w. Let us be the vertexbetween w and uz on p. Then remove from p the edges (v1, us), (VS,VZ) and replace them by (VI, u3), (v3, VZ) to yield a new pathp' between v and w. Assume thatwe have chosen p' insteadof p in the beginning, and iteratethis modification step if necessary. Observe that Item 5 now guaranteesthatthe change from p to p' cannot cause a (new) violation of Item 4' in the other subgraph. (In fact, this is the place where we need Item 5.)
Hence, we finally find Pt and P, to which the induction hypothesis applies. Thus, both polygons admit the desired strictly convex embedding with the exception of only those faces incident internalvertices of p which have degree 2 in G1 or G,.
But now we use the fact that for any strictly convex polygon there is an e > 0 such that we can shift any of its vertices from its currentposition into an arbitrarydirection within some disk of radiusc, and the "shifted" polygon remainsstrictlyconvex. Hence, if necessary, we can readjust internal vertices of p (and keep all othervetices stationary)such thatallfacesof G aresimultaneously stsictl y convex.
•1 B Proof of Lemma 3.5 (Sketch) In this section, we outline the proof of Lemma 3.5, by statingthe crucial tedmicrd lemmas from which the proof is derived. We do not give all details, because thedetailedproof is much too long and includes severalextensive case distinctions. Basically, the proof consists of threesteps. In the firststep we consider internalquadrikterals, thatis, quadrilateralsthatshareno edge with the boundary of the polygon (though possibly vertices). As a by-product (Lemma B.3), we characterizetheunique optimal conformrddecompositions for polygons of the type (2k, 1, 1), k E N.
Then, in the second step, we show that we may also restrict our attentionto optimal conforrnal decompositions where internal verticesappearonly in very specific situations.Based on this characterization,we prove thatthereis an optimal cmformal decomposition with an areadecomposition such thatall but at most one area components belong to one of the types depicted in Figs. 8 and 9 , the cut components.
Finally, we prove thatthereis an optimal conformal decomposition such thatan areadecomposition contains only a few of these cut components.
Let us startwith the preparationfor the firststep. The following two lemmas show that internalquadrilateralsappear only in very restrictedsituations.
Lemma B.1 No twointernalquadrilaterals an adjacent in an optimal conformal decomposition l~at least one of themis incidentto an internalvertex. Lemma B.2 Let P # (2,1,1) be a convexpolygon, and let G be an oph"r?ud conformal &composition of P with a minimumnumber of internal quadrikaterais.Assume thatG contains an internal quadrilateral V that is inciti%ntto at least one internalvertex,and let V be aojacent to the quadrilatemls VI, Vz, Vs, V4 in cyclic or&z Then (for an apprvptie choice of Vl) U and K+l are adjacent for i = 1,2,3, and all four quadrilatemls are incidint to consecutive edges of the same segmentof P. Fig. 13 illustratesthe cases whereinternalquacbilateralscannot be removed in optimal solutions. For "triangle+shaped"polygons of the form (2k, 1, 1) we can prove even more: Lemma B.3 Theoptimal confontud decomposition of thetriangleshaped polygon (2k, 1, 1) is unique for all k~1. The polygon (2, 1,1) neeak4 internal vertices, and each polygon (2k, 1, 1) neeoh k + 1 internal vem'ces,for k~2.
PronE by induction on k; details are left out. u For a conformal decomposition G of polygon P let G' denote the subgraphinduced by all internalvertices. We call an internal vertexisolated if it is not incident to anotherinternalvertex. Anrdogously, an edge of G: is isolated if it is not incident to any other edge,of G'. Lemma B.4 characterizesthe connected components of G' thatarenot isolated verticesor edges. Afterwards,this result is used to characterizethe areacomponents of G.
Lemma B.4 Foranypolygon P $! {(3, 3, 3, 3) , (4, 3, 3), (4, 2, 2)}, there is an optimal conformal decomposition G such thatfor any two incident edges (v1, vz), (VZ,V3) in G' one of thefollowing holak q Either at least one of (v1, wz) and (VZ,vs ) is incident to an internalquadn"lateral,or q all four incident quadn"lateralsare pairwise dz~emmt,and thefour edges opposite to (v1, VZ) and (VZ,V3) belong to the same segmentof P.
CorollaryB.5 Thereis a conformal decomposition G of thepolygon P with minimum q(G) such that a connected component of Gi which contains more thantwo vem"cesinduces a subgmph in G which is isomorphic to theoptimal decomposition of some (2k, 1, 1) in G, and one of the trivial segmentsof the (2k, 1, 1) is an edge of P.
Lemma B.6
Thereis an optimal decomposition such that degree(v) = 3 for all isolated internal vertices, unless P = (2, 2,..., 2). This decomposition has also thepropem"esof ComiZaryB.S.
Lemma B.7
T+re is an optimal decomposition such thatfor each component of G' which is a single edge, say e = (VI, V2), we have degree(vl) = degree(vz) = 3, unless P = (3,3,2, 2,..., 2). This decomposition ha also the properties of Corollary B.5 and Lemma B.7,
With the previous lemmas we have completely characterized which kind of internalcomponents haveto be considered in optimal conformal decompositions.
The final taskwill be to show thatwe may restrictour attention essentiallyto the areacomponents described in Lemma 3.5.
Lemma B.8 Foranypolygon P # {(3, 3, 3, 3) , (2, 1, 1), (4, 3, 3), (4, 2, 2)}, there isa confornuddecomposition G withminimumq (G) which has an arwa&composition such thatthereis at most one outerptlznararea component and all other ama components are isomorphic to one of the cut components in Figs. 8 or 9. Furthermore, no two cut components sham an edge in thata~a &composition.
With these lemmata at hand it is not too difficult to prove the remainingstatementsof Lemma 3.5. The proof technique is as follows: We suppose for contradictionthatthereis no optimal conformal decomposition such thatG hastheform according to Lemma 3.5.
AMA k=l k-z k>z
Figure 13: Illustrationof optimal conformal decompositions of (2k, 1, 1)
Since we know so far that there is an optimal conformal decomposition with an area decomposition into cut components plus at most one single core component, this means thatwe have applied too many cut operations, or equivalently,G has too many internal components. Hence, we have to show that there is anotheroptimal conformal decomposition G' which uses at least one internal component less, and then we are done by induction. The otherpossibility is to derive a contradiction to optimality. This is achieved in a case analysis for the different kinds of operations. Roughly speaking,the idea is to "unite" two internalcomponents to a single larger one (with not more internalvertices in total) and to rebuild theconformal decomposition afterwards.
C Proof of Theorem 4.1
Proofi Exucr Cover by 3-Se~s is the following problem. Given a ground set U = {ul,...,u~~} and a family S1, S2,..., & of subsets of U, each of cardinality three, is there a subfamily of m subsetsthatcovers U ? This problem is well-known to be strongly N%complete [GJ79] . The reductionfrom Ekcr Cover by 3-Sets to the minimum conformal mesh refinementproblem is as follows.
For each subset Si we create a polygon as in Fig. 14. For simplicity we will refer to it as polygon Si. Edge eisi with 1 E {1, 2,3} is to correspond with the Lth element of Si. If an edge e~si is subdivided this will mean that subset Sa covers the corresponding element. efi, Figure 14 : Polygon for a subset Si.
Suppose thatthe edge3 jl, f2, j3 cannot be subdividedin any optimalsolution.This can be assumed by the following constmction. Add a homogeneous tnmch of conforming quadrilateralsto such an edge e such that the shortest path from it to the mesh boundary has a length of at least k, where k is some constant to be specified later. Each bunch needs at most 0(k2) quadrilaterals. By parity, the subdivision of fi by one unit would imply at least k additional quadrilateralsin any feasible solution. If no edge of S; is subdivided at all, then we clearly need exactly 3 quadrilaterals. If one subdivides each of the edges elsi and ZSi exactly once, thenwe need exactly 7 quadrilaterals.If only one edge e[~i is subdivided once, then XS, must be subdivided by parity reasons, and we need 5 quadrilaterals.If exactly two edges e~si are subdivided once, one needs exactly 6 quadrilaterals.
Hence, in an exact cover one needs exactly 7rn + 3(n -m) = 3n + 4m quadrilateralsfor all subsetsS; together.If an exact cover exists, it is not worth to cover threetimes only one element, as this needs 15 quadrilateralscompared to 7 + 2~3 = 13. Furthermore, it is more expensive to cover once only one element and once two elements (and once no element), as this needs 5 + 6 + 3 = 14 quadrilaterals.Finally,it is more expensiveto cover threetimes two elements, as this needs 18 quadrilateralscompared with 17 quadrilateralsin an exact cover. If no exact cover exists one nds more than3n + 4rn quadrilateralsfor the refinementof all subsetsS;.
Let ki denotethe totalnumber of appearancesof ui in the subsets Sj. Define for each element ui a polygon as in Fig. 15 . The parity of such an "element" polygon~i is odd. Suppose thatnone of ih dgeS hI"i, . . .. hkiui, h(l+ki)wi, Xiui, Yiui k subdivided. This can be achieved by the same trsck with additional quadrilateralsas above. Then a conformal refinement of Ui requires that an odd number of additional pints is placed on the edges el vi, ..., ekiWi. In particular,the optimum refinement for Ui is achieved if we add exactly one additional point on one of these edges. JISthis case,~i becomes perfect and needs exactly 1 + ki quadrilaterals.
Now we establish the relationship between elements tii and subsetsSj. If Ui is an elementof Sj, we connect an edge elsj with a correspondingedge e,ui by a chain of q conforming quadrilaterals (q is some small constant)as in Fig. 16 which we call channels.
'miL_L_LIJe'si Clearly, all these channels can easily be embedded into the three-dimensionalspace such thattheydo not cross each other.The pwpose of these comections is to make sure thateach element w may be covered by any subset Sj it belongs to. All channels have the same length such thatit makesno difference which one is chosen to cover an element.
We also want thatif e,ui is subdivided once then ah e~sj is subdividedonce in any optimal solution. Hence, it mustbe cheaper to split each quadrilateralon the chsmnelinto two quadrilaterals thanto use anyotherfeasible refinement.To this end, we "blow up" each channel: we take four copies of each channel and ghse them togetheras in Fig. 16 . As all thesequadrilateralsare conforming, a subdivision by one unit of the original edge e,tii implies by parity argumentsan odd subdivision of either the original edge e[sj as intendedor of one of the copies of er~i or ersj. In the first case, the origMal pathis split into two chains. To rule out the lattercase, we haveto make such a subdivision expensive. This can be done by thesametrickwith additionalbunches of conforming quadrilaterals as above. If the constantk is chosen largerthanq,then it is easy to see thatany optimal solution uses exactly one channel per element tii. From the above discussion it is also clear thatan exact cover is cheaperthanany other cover of U.
Observe thatno folding edge occurs in our construction. Hence, the theoremremains true in the special case of homogeneous meshes.
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